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Abstract

Real investments are not single decisions without future flexibility, but rather a basket of interacting options driven by many different uncertainties. That is, investments into products, systems or technologies, have a changing economic value including both downside risk as well as upside potential over the project life. Valuing the future investment flexibility based on the financial option mechanism implicitly assumes that the project value follows a geometric Brownian motion. Because of many practical difficulties in formulating real option strategies based on financial option framework, we adopt an alternative method for valuing non-financial assets directly based on project cash flows (not rate of change in project value) using the standardized loss function. The option value as calculated in this manner is known as the maximum amount to pay to retain the option. This is not a new concept but it is more direct, intuitive for engineering community, and provides practically identical results with the well-known Black-Scholes formula. And another benefit is that this approach allows us to link the investor’s risk tolerance determined by the conditional value at risk (CVaR), such that we may be able to further narrow down the correct price to pay for an option. Our goal is to hedge the investment risk at the right price.
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